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Production company Bavaria Fiction

16,000 on-air minutes per year. Series, Movies and Events: Fiction as far as the eye can see.

"Storm of Love", "The Rosenheim Cops", "SOKO Stuttgart" and "Inga Lindström" - with approximately 16,000 produced on-air minutes every year, Bavaria Fiction programming reaches millions of viewers every week in Germany alone.

In addition to long-running daily and weekly series, movie collections such as Tatort and a wide range of TV movies, Bavaria Fiction is renowned for ambitious event television including multi-parters "Dark Woods", "Bella Germania" and "Brecht" as well as international co-productions such as "Das Boot" and "Freud".

Bavaria Fiction is one of the most successful production companies in Europe. A subsidiary of Bavaria Film and ZDF Enterprises, the company is headed by managing directors Jan S. Kaiser and Manfred Haus-Pflüger and has its headquarters in Munich-Geiselgasteig as well as other locations in Cologne, Stuttgart and Berlin.